Holiday and Everyday: A Quick Stack of Notebooks
Instructor Karen Hanmer

TOOLS
Essential
• bone or teflon folder
• small cutting mat
• scalpel, olfa or x-acto knife and extra blades
• scissors
• 12” ruler that can be cut against
• small glue brush
• awl
• beeswax for sewing
• pencil
• #18 bookbinding needle
• whatever tools not on this list you always find useful

MATERIALS
Unless noted, all materials are grain direction parallel to the spine. Dimensions below are (height) x (width).

All books
• # 18/3 thread
• PVA

Book 1
• Text-weight paper 8 sheets @ 6.25 x 8.5” unfolded (6.25 x 4.25 folded)
• text-weight decorative paper for wrapper 1 @ 6.25 x 17”
• a piece of cardstock or waste paper @ 6.25 x 3”

Book 2
• Text-weight paper 8 sheets @ 8.5 x 14” unfolded (8.5 x 7 folded)
• text-weight decorative paper for wrapper 1 @ 8.5 x 15”
• a piece of cardstock or waste paper @ 8.5 x 3”

Book 3
• Text-weight paper 8 sheets @ the height of your phone in its case x twice the width of your phone unfolded (FYI: my iPhone 8 in its case is roughly 5.75 x 3”)
• text-weight decorative paper for wrapper @ (the height of your phone in it case) x (twice the width of your phone + 1”)
• a piece of cardstock or waste paper @ the height of your phone in its case x 3”